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Abslroil - Bad weather eonditiol~s lead the robustlless of several general stem in image enhancement are reauired. 
- 
most surveilla~~ce and driver assistance system. Therefore this 
~h~ stel, invalves I) color balancing lnethod or color 
Paper l" review Ihe of bad in a correction to adjust the color of the image using color 
perspective of eonlputer vision aud image processing and some lnodels ii) enhancement to the brightness and 
recent effort on railldrop detection and removal techniques 
has successfully desigued and developed to ell~sllce light illumination iii) noise removal 111 order to use 
the imaee deeraded bv the bad weather. optimized techniques for smoothing and finally iv) image 
Research in the area of image processing and con~putcr 
vision beg.m almost 60 years ago. The main typical problem 
in both areas are i l l  image compression, enhancement of 
Law quality image. performing recognition of object from 
image and visualization of image which offer a wider 
spectrum of potential problem in many domains such as 
military, medical, agriculture and industrial requirements 
121. 
This main aim of this paper is lo givc an overvicw the 
definition of bad weather in computer vision pc~spective and 
types of bad weather can be identified from the image. 111 
more focused the resexch will go depth on removing 
raindrop on a car windshield that can improve the visibility 
of dnvw assistance system. 
Prior to discuss the bad weather, we glve some 
description of image enhancement which particularly 
involve in removing noise as well as enhance the image. 
Image enhancement is the process of trealing an image to 
increase the quality whether the contrast is 16w or is it noisy 
or is it blrured that suit for pxticular applications such as 
s~uveillance monitoring and driver assistance system [I]. 
The tenn of nnagc enhancement was firstly discussed by 
Huang 11969) 131 which described ilaraneteu of image 
- .  . . .  
enhancemznt consists of contrast enhancement, c~ispening. 
noise removal and inverse filterlnr on a theoretical basis and 
- 
compared with the hadware availability such as digital 
conmuters. ovt~cal set-uvs and suec~al electro-ootical 
. . 
devlces to perform the mathematical operations. 
Researchers bezin to exvlore inlvge enhancement when a 
. - 
digital image quality always degraded by noise, blurring, 
incorrect color balance and poor guality /41 which taken 
. .~ 
Urougl~ image quality devices such as cameras, scanner, and 
video recorder. Thus, to ilnprove the poor quality oSimages, 
sharpening techniquc is applied to produce the improved 
quality images. The challenge in nnage enhancement is a 
subjective evaluation, this could be due to the fact that, 
image euhanccnlent is a problem oriented matter, thus, 
si~ccessful applications depend on the judgment of the 
vieww [ 5 ] .  This is to note that; image enhancement has been 
used in many domains such ns underwater vision 161, 
biomedical images [7], and outdoor vision (surveillance, 
terrain classification, and autonomous navigation) [a]. 
11. BAD WEATHER 
Recent studies on a vision in a bad wcather begin at the 
lale 90s. The goal 01 the study is to towards weather free 
vision by involving much t ech~ques  on image enhancement 
19, 101. Another challenging problem in "nage enhaocemcnt 
is removing noise from images taken from outdoor scene 
which always contain quallty degradation due to different 
weather envionment effect wch as haze, fog, snow, and 
rain [lo]. Bad weather conditions can be divided inlo two 
types, i) static or steady conditions such as fag and haze .md 
ii) dynamic conditions such as rain and snow [Ill. 
Weather conditions can be discretely distinguished based 
on the types and size of the particles and their concentration 
in spacc [I01 as illustrated in Table 1. The presence of the 
considerable number of aunosphcric particles with 
significant size and distributions in thc participating media 
[12l. 
T.4BLE I 
WEATHER CONUlnON AND ASSOCIATED PARTlCLETYPm 
Condlt~on 
Am Mlileiulc 10' l oLV 
Haze Anarol 10'-1 10'-10 
Wvrer droplet 1-10 100-10 
Cloud Watcrdruplet 1-10 300-10 
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- investisated in literature thus this will open a room for 
Figure 5. Raindrop detection and removal 
Figwe 5 illustrates the general steps which consists 
of 3 sub phases i) raindrop detection ii) raindrop removal 
and iii) sn~oothing and color balancing. Image with 
raindrop will be input and fit into the three sub process 
than output is an in~age with raindrop removcd. 
A. Raindrop derecfion 
In this phase, the steps are based on the Sollowing 
characteristics of raindrop: 
1. A raindrop usually appears on an ~mage with 
spherical form. 
2. The illurnlnation of a raindrop is higher than its 
surrounding area. 
3. Raindrop shape is closing similar to an ellipse. 
4. When a raindrop is obvious, the change of the 
gradient uound the boundary is more apparent. 
B. Raindrop removul 
Once the raindrop regions are detected, it will be removed m 
this phase. Raindrop can be rcrnoved based on two steps. 
First is the patch location oS raindrop from Ule prevlous 
frame. Second is the replncelnent of raindrop Z e n  
VI. CONCLUSION 
This article briefly describes preliminary study of the 
research fields in image processing and computer vision, 
more specific on image enhancement for weather degraded 
image. The main aim is to develop an algorithm to enhance 
image that can efficiently remove (raindrop) on a car 
windshield within real-time processing. Recenr studies 
indicae the research in removing raindrop are less 
- 
advancement to explore. 
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